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but I cannot get it running with PHP for some reason and I suspect it is because of the Nuke core. A: I wouldn't recommend
using the ini_set for this, as it's gonna throw a notice: You have an error in your SQL syntax; check the manual that corresponds

to your MySQL server version for the right syntax to use near '^INT_MIN)=('-1',IF(0=0, 'A', 0),IF(1=0, 'G', 1),IF(2=0, 'P' at
line 1 I suggest using ini_set("register_globals", 0); ini_set("session.use_only_cookies", 1); ini_set('session.use_trans_sid', 1);

before session_start. A cookie with a short lifespan or a session-id should be enough. (...and if you want to disable $_SESSION
in the first place, disable session.use_cookies.) As for the warning: The strict standards of PHP will not allow a floating point to

be converted directly to an integer, in other words the following code is ALWAYS going to fail: $foo = (1/2); echo $foo; //
display: 0 Use the double-ceil(floatval($foo) * 2) function instead (which is available also in non-string parameter context). The

result is the nearest integer to $foo, which is always the desired result in your case. Also note, as PHP 5.6.1 + sets the default
precision to "0" for floating-point types, so they're always "floating" even if you don't explicitly set the type. A best practice for
this is to always prefix variables with an underscore, for instance, $_foobar and $foo_bar. This helps to avoid possible confusion

when later on a variable will end up as local or global (changing its scope). 1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to a
rubber composition for tire treads. More particularly, this invention relates to a rubber composition for tire treads containing as

a tire tread rubber a rubber composition containing as a non-vulcanized rubber a rubber composition comprising a blend of
styrene-butadiene rubber or a styrene-butadiene-isoprene rubber and a rubber composition comprising a blend of
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